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Attached is an alternative draft for 'Advisory Opinion
1994-30. The draft makes several deletions to the General
Counsel's draft in Agenda Document K94-114-A.

The deletions I am suggesting remove references to
this activity being judged as an independent expenditure.
I have re-read all the opinions cited in OGC's draft and
none of them made any reference to independent
expenditures, so I don't see why it is necessary here.

When you think about it, the draft mixes.apples and
oranges when it talks about "commercial activity" and the
presence of coordination preventing it from being an inde-
pendent expenditure. In my opinion, this activity cannot
be an independent expenditure in any case because corpor-
ations like this can't make independent expenditures.

I believe OGC states the correct analysis on page 11,
lines 18-28 where it says that if you apply the factors of
Advisory Opinion 1989-21, the result is that this is
commercial rather than political activity. The draft goes
on to note that if the opposite result was reached, it
would be a contribution to the benefiting candidate.

This is true, but not because it was an independent
expenditure that failed with the presence of coordination.
Rather, because it is a corporate expenditure for the
purpose of influencing an election. The level of coordin-
ation is not the right inquiry: the focus should be on
whether the corporation is acting within its ordinary
course of business or for the purpose of influencing an
election. That is how I read all the prior opinions in
this area. If "coordination" were the key, I imagine we
would have reached some different conclusions in them;

I have also made some minor deletions of language
that I find a little speculative or unnecessary.
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ADVISORY OPINION 1994-30

Edward D. Feigenbaum
Attorney 'at Law
P.O. Box 383
Noblesville, IN 46060-0383

Dear Mr. Feigenbaum:

This responds to your letter dated August 3, 1994, as

supplemented by your letter dated August 31, 1994, requesting

an advisory opinion on behalf of Conservative Concepts, Inc.

and Michael R. Pence concerning the application of the

Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("the

Act"), and Commission regulations to ads for the sale of

T-shirts bearing campaign messages.

Your request centers around two types of business

ventures to be conducted by Conservative Concepts, Inc.

("CCI") entailing the manufacture, advertising and sale of

T-shirts containing logos advocating the election of

candidates, e.g., "X for Congress" or "Y for Senate," and

perhaps including the phrases, "Vote Republican" or "Vote

Democratic," as appropriate. One venture would involve

advertising of T-shirts on a syndicated talk show known as

The Mike Pence Show and the other would involve the sale of

the T-shirts at events such as rallies, joint candidate

appearances, and debates.

CCI is an Indiana company, incorporated in late 1993 by

Ray Hilbert and Berry Payton, whose principal business is the

manufacture for sale of assorted paraphernalia (e.g.,

T-shirts, lapel and bumper stickers, mugs, and hats) with
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logos on them, principally logos with political messages.

The company markets its products at events such as outdoor

festivals, flea markets, and conventions, and in wholesale

sales to retail outlets. The company intends to focus its

activities on candidates who have a conservative ideology,

without regard to their party affiliation.

As an alternative to the sale by CCI, Raymar Incentives,

a sole proprietorship formed by Mr. Hilbert in late 1992,

would market and advertise the shirts. Raymar is a specialty

advertising agency offering such products and services as the

wholesale and retail of clothing, corporate gifts, incentive

programs, consumer marketing, and private franchising to a

principally non-political market. You state that, to the

best of your knowledge, Mr. Hilbert and Mr. Payton have not

engaged in activities supporting candidates or political

parties during the current election cycle, nor do they

anticipate engaging in such activities during this cycle.

The Mike Pence Show is a daily syndicated radio talk

show hosted by Indianapolis attorney Michael R. Pence. It is

syndicated by Network Indiana, which is a division of Wabash

Valley Broadcasting Corporation and includes 80 radio

stationŝ l̂ Ag its affiliates. The show is a joint venture

between Network Indiana and Mr. Pence's Hoosier Conservative,

Inc. (established in 1993). You descri.be the show as

"Indiana's only conservative talk show dedicated exclusively

to politics and popular culture in Indiana." It can be heard

on 14 Network Indiana affiliate stations. You state that,
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3
although it promotes itself as a "conservative" show, it. is a

4
non-partisan public affairs radio program. The three-hour

5
format includes two hours of talk and telephone calls fromII i / •g* n
statewide listeners based on topical news and a third hour

focusing on a guest who appears in the studio or by
8

telephone. These guests have included Federal and state
9

candidates from both major parties, and there have been some
10

joint appearances by candidates for the same office.
11

The first venture would involve the purchase by CCI of
12 I

| advertising time on the Pence Show for the sale of T-shirts
13

using the following type of language:
14

Listeners, if you live in the [D.C. Metro] area and
15 wish to show your support for [Trevor Potter], call

[this telephone number] and you can buy a [Potter
16 for Congress]-imprinted t-shirt for just [$15.95

plus tax and shipping costs]. This offer is not
17 affiliated with, or authorized or paid for by any

candidate or political party.
18

Another advertisement featuring the name of more than
19

one candidate might be aired as follows:
20

Listeners, if you live in the [D.C. Metro] area and
21 wish to support [Trevor Potter], or if you live in

the [greater northern Virginia] area and wish to
22 show your support for [Danny McDonald], call [this

telephone number] and you can buy a [Potter for
23 Congress or McDonald for Senate]-imprinted t-shirt

for jutt [$15.95 plus tax and shipping costs].
24 Thi» offer is not affiliated with, or authorized or

paid for by any candidate or political party.
25

CCZ would use other language at the advice of the
26

Commission.
27

You present the possibility of "packaging the
28

advertisement as part of the radio show." You explain that
29

the Mike Pence Show is marketed on a barter basis to Network
30
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Indiana affiliates. Stations that decide to carry the show

do so by yielding eight minutes of advertising time per hour

to Network Indiana (part owner of the show), and these eight

minutes are broadcast along with the program to the 14

affiliates airing it. CGI plans to purchase a portion of

those eight minutes per hour from Network Indiana. Thus,

when the show is bartered to a station, the CCI ads will be

already part of the package that the station receives. This

also means that CCI will not have to purchase advertising

time from each station.

CCI has not made any contact with any campaigns pending

the outcome of this opinion. If CCI determines that it is

permissible to market a product with a candidate's name

without the candidate's permission, the company will make no

contact, except perhaps for a letter to the candidate "simply

indicating that the company is undertaking the activity."

The second situation, i.e., the sale of the same

T-shirts at events such as rallies, joint appearances, and

debates that the candidate would be attending, is not

connected with any advertising. As with the above

arrangemen^ no fund* would go to the candidate's campaign.

Periodic«R|̂ CCX will request a list of appearances from the

campaign, perhaps accompanied by a message to the candidate

simply indicating- that the company is undertaking the vending

activity.

Neither one of the proposed activities will entail

payments or contributions from CCX to the candidates'
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campaigns from the sale of the T-shirts. You assert that

your client's interest is strictly profit-oriented and not

for the purpose of influencing a Federal election. You note

that CCI has no control over the use of the shirts after they

are purchased and that there is no way to determine whether

the purchaser is merely a collector or a supporter of the

candidate who will wear the shirt in an attempt to convey his

or her support.

You ask a number of questions pertaining to the

above-described transactions. You wish to know if radio

advertising for the retail sale of the shirts constitutes a

contribution if the candidate(s) are named, and whether the

result would differ if the ad suggests that if the listener

backs the candidate's candidacy, the listener might wish to

buy the T-shirt. You also ask whether either one of these

types of radio ads constitutes an independent expenditure.

Additionally, you ask whether, if the company seeks the

approval of a candidate to use the candidate's name on a

T-shirt, this would "change the relationship between the

advertiser and the candidate so as to constitute an

impermissible independent expenditure..."

Furthermore, you ask whether, if the company's ad is

"'packaged' as part of the syndicated radio show," would the

Commission impute a contribution to the radio network

responsible for distribution of the show. Finally, you ask

whether the Commission's determination in any of the above

questions would change if the company limited itself to
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producing shirts for only certain candidates or if it only

featured one candidate in a given advertising spot.

With respect to the second venture, you wish to know

whether a prohibited corporate contribution or expenditure

would result and whether the Commission's conclusion would be

affected by periodic requests from the company to the

campaign for a list of scheduled appearances.

Analysis

I. First Situation

The Commission has considered situations involving

business ventures by corporations and other entities

involving candidate or party-related merchandise. If outlays

of funds, goods, or services are made by a business entity

selling items and these outlays are not paid for by the

campaigns benefiting, referred to, or affected, the question

arises as to whether such outlays are contributions or

expenditures subject to the Act's limits under 2 U.S.C. $441a

or prohibited by 2 U.S.C. $441b(a), or whether they are

merely entrepenurial or commercial activity unlimited by the

Act. See 2 U.S.C. S$431(8)(A)(i) and 441b(b)(2); 11 CFR

100.7(a)C4|; and 114.1(a)(l). The same questions arise as to

the purĉ|p|.f of the merchandise.

The abeve questions often arias in the tunlCAl uf

ooordinateien OF arrangements between venders and campaigns.

and the vendor io inooffpotafcedy the aotivity will otill be

prohibited if it constitutes »n independent •spending*,
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9.91, a gemmnnioation which euppesaly ae>oeateee the eleeteion

ee defeat of a eleaely identified candidate and which ia net

made with the eoepecafcion or pi-iui tuiiseiil u£, UL la

oonoultation with, eg at the request eg suggestion of, any

candidate UL authoiUed luiiiuilLLBB ui ay mil uf d candidate.

2 0.0.G. S441b(e), 11 GPR 109.l(a) and 114.2(b).—flue dlbo

3 U.O.G. 8431(17) and 11 GPR 100.1C and 100.l(b).

In Advisory Opinion 1976-50, a corporation planned to

produce and market T-shirts at its own expense for a

principal campaign committee, receive payment from individual

purchasers, and send a portion of the purchase price to the

committee. The Commission concluded that this amounted to

the advance of corporate funds to assist the committee in a

fundraising effort and was therefore impermissible. In

Advisory Opinion 1989-21, the Commission considered an

unincorporated free-lance artist's proposal to market

merchandise embellished with "cartoon characters" and the

likenesses of political candidates as a means of raising

funds for Federal candidates and party committees. Under the

plan, the artist would pay all the costs associated with

producing-the fundraising items and would send 10% of the

retail price to the committees. The Commission held that the

individual's advance outlays to produce and market the items

would be considered loans to the candidates and that the

entire amount paid for the fundraising items, not just the

10%, would be considered contributions by purchasers. The

Commission also stated that because the individual would be
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acting as the committee's "agent ... to receive

contributions and make expenditures," she would have to

include disclaimers with her solicitations and conform with

the recordkeeping and reporting requirements of the Act.

In reaching this conclusion, however, the Commission

also stated that "as a practical matter, [it] recognizes that

entreprenurial activity involving candidate-related

merchandise is commonplace." Stating that the commercial

sale of candidate-related merchandise "would not necessarily

constitute an 'expenditure' or 'contribution' by the

purchasers," the Commission identified certain factors that

it would consider in determining the nature of such

entreprenurial activity: whether the sales involve

fundraising activity or solicitations for political

contributions; whether the activity is engaged in by the

vendor for genuinely commercial purposes; whether the items

are sold at the vendor's usual and normal charge; and whether

the purchases are made by individuals for their personal use

in political expression. Advisory Opinion 1989-21.

Examples of J ] entrepenurial activity may be found

in Advisory-Opinion 1988-17, which addressed several proposed
*•£» "v

transaction^ by a company, whose principal purpose was the
&̂'

production of commemorative medallions. Pursuant to

contracts with congressional and presidential campaigns, the

company planned to produce medallions containing the likeness

of the particular presidential or congressional candidate.

The campaigns would provide the upfront production expenses
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3
to the company and bear all the expenses for marketing, and

pay a fee to the company. Checks for the purchase of the

medallions would be sent to and payable to the respective
g

campaigns. The Commission, in approving this arrangement,

contrasted this situation with Advisory Opinion 1976-50 and
g

other situations where the corporation forwarded "royalty"
g

money or assumed costs without full compensation.

The Commission also considered other sales of the

medallions. The company planned to market and sell the
12 medallions to separate segregated funds and non-connected
13 | PACs which in turn would provide the medallions as gifts and
14

souvenirs to their contributors. The Commission stated that
15 the proposal appeared to entail "profit-making, arm's length
16

commercial transactions in which the corporation offers to

sell products that may be useful to political organizations"
18 .and that such transactions would not be precluded by the Act
19 if the purchase price was usual and normal, and that the
20 II company's marketing activity to PACs will be conducted on a
21 strictly commercial basis without an attempt to influence the
22

election of a candidate. Another proposal entailed the
23

company producing and marketing the medallions at its own
24

expense and selling them to the general public only after the
25

candidate's election, loss, or withdrawal, and after
26

completion of the candidate's debt retirement. Without
27

stating whether this proposal had to be conducted only after
28

election day and debt retirement, the Commission asserted
29

that the plan was permissible so long as the company
30
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"pursue(d) this venture on a commercial basis for the purpose

of making a profit."

Your proposal for the radio advertising of T-shirts

without the variations discussed below±' does not appear to

entail any arrangements with campaigns, other than a possible

letter informing the candidate that CGI is undertaking these

ads, that would suggest an election influencing purpose

instead of one that is Merely commercial. For example, there

is no arrangement whereby CGI would lay out funds for

advertising expenses in coordination with a committee and no

arrangements whereby a portion of the sales proceeds will be

retained by or remitted to the committee of the referenced

candidate. In aJdlLluu, ullh iujfttuiiuu tee what may

oonotoitute eeegdinatiem eempiuiuisiiuj Lhe nalum uf an

independent oitpenditemu, Um mqueal dues iiuL appeal Uo

envisage any arrangemento whoroby information as to the

amonntg of gales, location, ind other aspects of CCifs oalos

any candidate *o campaign, at uhtintiy

001 1 thus affecting GCI'a speiiQiiAy. — aee 11 CPU

tO

I/ flee dieeuMiem in featnote 2 and discussion ae fee eeeteing
ippie¥»l et the eandidafee'e eMpaiinT

A simple statement that CGI is airing such ads (referred
to above) would most likely not, by itself, constitutecA*A>ft. 7*-*
eeerdinatiea or an argangeaent with a campaign. Discussion
as to when or how often the ads would air, or the volume of
shirts to be sold, may lead to a different conclusion.
Seeking and receiving consent from a campaign may also be a
factor. See below.
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3 ..
corporate contribution by CCI, or contribution subject to the

4
limits by Raymar Incentives, is implicated.

5
If the sempuny'a activities eenotifeuto independent

6 expenditures, hewovor, then such activity by CCI would be

I puehibited and suili aullvlly by Rajrnai! would be gepeetable.
8

2 U i O i C . SS434(e) and 441b(a); 11 GPR 104.4(b) , 104 .0(9) ,

109.3, and 114.2(b);—The T aliiils bciiuj &uld Lu Lhe yenei-al
10 public undoubtedly dioplay messages that "expi-eaaly advuLale"
11

the election or defeat efi a candidates^—Gee Duehlej • . Valinr,
12

434 U.O. 1, 44; POO ¥. Massachusetts GitisetiB £er Life
..

; 470 U.O. 230; 240 2DO (1900). MevBiUmlBbb, ili LilB
14

absence ef eeegdinaeion or oonsulfeafeien witeh political
15

16
Oeaaissieii has still pegaitteed an alfeegnative to teeating

17
sueh activtby an political oetivity rosulting in independent

18
expend!Lures. An application of the factors cited in

19
Advisory Opinion 1989-21 may permit your activity to fall

20
within the category of commercial, rather than political,

21
activity. Pbr example, you assert that CCI's interest is

22
strictly profit-oriented and the activity is not undertaken

23

I for the purpose of influencing an election. You note that
.

purchasers may respond to your ads for any number of reasons,
25

e.g., as a political memorabilia collector's item or as a
26

supporter of a given candidate. In addition, your activity
27

does not entail any fund-raising or solicitation for a
28

campaign*
29

You have stated that CCI intends to focus on candidates
30
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who have a conservative ideology. Companies often determine

to direct their business activities toward one type of

political orientation. Such a focus may require a careful

scrutiny of the amounts charged by the company, the contacts

the company may have with a campaign (as opposed to other

vendors that may have reason to contact a campaign), the

scheduling of business activities, and other business

practices. See Advisory Opinion 1991-32. Nevertheless, it

does not, by itself, negate the merely commercial nature of

an activity.

As indicated in your questions, one aspect of your

proposed message, however, would compromise the merely

commercial nature of your activity. and bring ife undor the

i In addition to

manufacturing and offering a shirt with a message of express

advocacy, you propose to gear the motivation for making a

purchase to those who wish to support or express support for

a particular candidate. Moreover, you target the geographic

area of the purchaser, i.e., to persons who are likely voters

in the area in which the referenced candidate is running. A

message th«t~is merely commercial would make no mention of
V VtfVSrf' •̂•̂ •̂ ••̂ ••••'•••iMĤ M̂̂ ^̂ M̂̂ HMHMHHiVMÎ Ĥ MB

the motivation of the purchaser as being the support of a
. ' '•rij'-5

candidate. In order to avoid a message expressly inviting .

support for a candidate, i.e., express advocacy, the

advertisement should omit the phrases "if you wish to

support" or "wish to show your support* and the reference to

where the purchaser lives. In the context of the language
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3 you have suggested, quoted above, the Commission advises you
4

to state that the T-shirts are being offered for sale, state

what is on the shirt or otherwise describe the shirt, and
g

| then provide the information as how to purchase the shirt.

The restatement of the message printed on the shirt would
8 H1 not, by itself, constitute express advocacy if done as just
9 described.^

You posit the situation where the company seeks the

approval of the candidate to use the candidate's name on the
12 T-shirt, and ask whether this would change the relationship
13 between the company and the candidate so as to constitute an
14 I
| in-kind corporate contribution. The response to this

question depends upon the nature of the communication and the
16

surrounding circumstances. If CCI calls the campaign only in

order to avoid a legal conflict over trademark or other trade
18 usage, the relationship between the company and the campaign
19 is not changed, in contrast, the seeking of approval to
20

proceed with the advertising en a basis eelefeed to the
21 election of the candidate (e.g., the laayaiyu is ylaamfd to
22 know that ihirts with the candidate's name UL Ukeii«»» aie
23

being eiiaiad la ihe pualle); euteide e* a vendor vendee
24

business aruangement with a campaign, may change the nature
25 I
| of your activity from merely commercial. ThAe *euld entail

26
"pri.r •9nn«tl by the oinrilrUta fnr arHirlfy whirn won

27

28

29 I/ The Commission's conclusion does not address a situation
of a T-shirt advertisement that mentions opposing candidates

30 who seek the same office"! :
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3
a££eiL hia eampaiyii.—ace. 11 GFR 109.l(u).

4
You ask whether the packaging of the company's ad as

5
part of the syndicated radio show would, by itself, result in

6
a conclusion that the network responsible for the show's

distribution had made a contribution or expenditure, assuming
8

the ad was determined to be a contribution or expenditure.
9

Without any further information indicating otherwise, the
10 I

I Hike Pence Show and its syndicator appear to be utilizing the

kind of broadcast facilities that would fall within the news
12

story exception to the definitions of "expenditure" and
13

"contribution" at 2 U.S.C. 431(9)(B)(i), and 11 CFR
14 , 4/

100.8(b)(2) and 100.7(b)(2),-7 Network Indiana's sale of the
15

advertising time to CCI and subsequent inclusion of the ad in
16

its barter package to its affiliates would not result in a
17

contribution or expenditure if such transactions involve the
18

usual and normal charges and are in the ordinary course of
19

business (i.e.. Network Indiana packages other non-political
20

ads as part of the Pence Show). See Advisory Opinions

1990-19 and 1979-36 *
22

23
4/ N*$t|fi8iP* '•nee was a Republican Congressional

24 candidat:jJHBnt968 and 1990, but is not, at present, a
candidatlHRphere it no indication from the materials you

25 have prei3pt|d that Network Indiana, Hoosier Conservative, or
the WabastiTValley Broadcasting Corporation is owned or

26 controlled by a political party, political committee, or
candidate.

27
liemagk Indiana's Involvement may lalsn a uuumui in

28 mother reepemt if it ••!!• advertising beth fcg CCI and to
the gampaifii eg a candidate nhuae nam ayyuati un a iHiHt

29 ad placed by CCI. The concern would irige Iff, in Balling the
time anfplacing these adi at certain points in the package,

30 NeLiiOL'k Indiana infetma befeh CO! and the eampalgn as to the
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3
Finally, with respect to the radio broadcasts, you wish

4
to know whether the Commission's conclusions would change

5
| should CCI decide to limit itself to shirts for only certain

6
. | candidates or only feature one candidate in a given spot. As

7 1
| alluded to above, a decision by CCI to limit itself to

8 I
I certain candidates is a factor relevant to determining

g |
I whether a business enterprise's activities are merely

10
commercial, rather than political, particularly in view of

its intent to focus on candidates of a particular ideology.
12

!

Nevertheless, there is nothing in the Act requiring a

business entity to target its business toward clients or
.

individuals that represent all parties or ideologies. The
•

decision to feature a t-shirt for one candidate only in a
.«

given advertising spot does not, by itself, constitute an
17

expenditure for that candidate. The normal business and
18

advertising practices of the company, as well as any
19

deviation from them, and how such business and advertising is
20 I

I usually conducted by businesses not attached to a campaign
21

would have to be examined in order to reach any definitive
22

conclusion.
23

I II. Second Situation....
Your second situation entails the sale of the T-shirts

25

26
(Peetenete 5 continued fium pieviuus yaue)

27 other H plans with a via* towaM affecting nun rnuUi Lime the
ampaign might pa L chase (e.y., fui puipum of name

28 ragognUAeiOi — Diaee this SLBUiuiu *as iiul •Ay

29 this aAtnatieiii Nererfeheleas, the silualluii du»s
1np11rif1oni ynder ill G>h Pafi 100 ( HiaeyciidBuL

30 B»pendi tyres) .
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at rallies, joint appearances, and debates that the candidate

would be attending. The Commission understands the business

advantage to be gained by selling the T-shirts at such

events. If this involves no coordination eg arrangements

with the eandidate ee hie of her campaigni no oontribufcion

would result and your acteivifey eeuld be classified as

merely commercial Receiving a list of scheduled

appearances, without any other communication between the

company and the campaign as to the plans of the campaign or

the company's plans to sell T-shirts featuring the candidate,

would not change the Commission's conclusion.

If the campaign and the company communicate in order to

make a determination as to the events at which CCI would sell

and where (during the event) the company would place its

booth or stand for the sale of shirts, the conclusion may

differ. If a decision is made based on a discussion between

the company and the campaign of how the campaign may benefit

or otherwise be affected (e.g., whether this would conflict

with the campaign's sales of its own shirts or augment the

event's impact, what location for the company would

beneficivM-for the campaign), such coordination may result in
'J^jgjMjiJ' • ^ •

an in-kini(^contribution by the company. See Advisory Opinion

1993-18. Thia lafetef altuatiuu juuf unui vmilltulaily with

reapeot tee «leaud JJJJUHIB imtii an dUditUflUBl (Of large

«aAfciBft-*OQm*—AftJ^lfcei*4^*ftd«AI&eAfc«0<lfcA*JM&UfcASMBtJ&e

eneleaed >iihibt% »*•»• *t an outdoor f i i r where campiign

<%^^j_^Lj_mj_^^_^t^LaM__^^tJM^t__^L^t^tA-^^kJ__^L««^L^L-—fe-W^L,—.^i^i^t^Lm-^>A»J^g^ m^»»»^ea +f\ . a.nr»h
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3 " ' ——• ' Lht •tiidonf Mould need uiilj Lhe
4 permission of local authorities to perform its sales
5 IT " • 'in eutdeee leeatiens aeae fche aifee e€ a campaign rally/ the
6 pooolbilitoy o€ a eeiifegibution in kind ia cji'eatlf dimlniahtd.

This response constitutes an advisory opinion concerning
8 application of the Act, or regulations prescribed by the
9 Commission, to the specific transaction or activity set forth

in your request. See 2 U.S.C. S437f.

For the Commission,
12

13 Trevor Potter
14 Chairman

15 Enclosures (AOs 1993-18, 1991-32, 1990-19, 1989-21, 1988-17,
16 1979-36, and 1976-50)

17
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